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Bartender at Home is an illustrated handbook to learn, enjoy and travel in the vast universe of cocktails and 

drinks. 

The author Fede Cuco is a bartender, cocktail historian, teacher and international reference. In this new 

educational mission he invites us to fall in love with his craft through anecdotes, details and secrets that he 

shares with generosity. A unique tour, from the first bottles to the most extravagant liquors, with more than 

50 recipes, techniques, tips and curiosities. An infallible treasure in the bar of foodies, bon vivants and 

enthusiastic hosts who like to surprise their guests with an unforgettable drinking experience. 

 

● Practice techniques with more than 50 recipes for sours, long drinks and mocktails for all tastes. 

● Discover how to create your own cocktail recipes. 

● Travel around the 5 continents visiting bars and bringing amazing bottles in your suitcase. 

● Plan your next party bar as a professional bartender. 

 

Special Bonus: 

● Everything there is to know about whiskey 

● Argentine appetizers and more 

● Tips to be a good bartender 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About The Author: Fede Cuco 

      Bartender by profession since more than 30 years ago. 

Chosen in 2019 as one of the the 100 most influential 

characters in the cocktail bar worldwide. Co-creator of 

“Verne Club” in Palermo, where he instructed a good part 

of the new generation of Buenos Aires bartenders. Jury for 

three seasons of the reality show "The Great Bartender", is 

also part of the radio show "Finally Happens" and proud 

ambassador of #mejorsinsorbete (better without a straw). 

For years he has taught the ABC of cocktails to those who 

want to take their first steps. 

 

Follow him  

Instagram @fedecuco 22,9K     Twitter @fedecuco 13K 

 

 

 



About the illustrator: Caveman 

 

Instagram @cavemandg 12,9K     Twitter @cavemandg  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


